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Dear Southwestern Wisconsin—

N

ow more than ever, planning has come to the forefront. Good
planning makes for better outcomes. The work that the
Southwestern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission does is
vibrant and actionable, and empowers the communities and businesses in our
counties of Grant, Green, Iowa, Lafayette, and Richland to be more successful.
Our scope of work over a 50 year history touches every corner of the 3,759 square miles that we
cover, from Economic Development work in Richland County, the Village of Arena Comprehensive
Plan, to the SWCAP Community Needs Assessment. From large infrastructure grant projects
such as the Darlington Industry Park Expansion to the detail work of GIS platforms to map
industrial sites, all our work serves as the underpinning for community success. Without a plan,
there is only a dream.
Rural southwestern Wisconsin is at an interesting crossroads. There’s added interest in rural
living, yet we lack some of the amenities that will attract new residents. With intentional, inclusive
collaboration driving our work to improve communities, we can grow our population, enhance
our assets and emerge stronger.
Not only have we brought in and developed talent that has served our clients well on countless
projects, we have also served as a springboard for talent around the region, with our former staff
now serving at the University of Wisconsin—Platteville, the UW Extension in Green County, Sauk
County Development Corporation, and at the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, to
name but a few. As we bring in new talent from outside our region and recruit local talent, we are
able to deliver on fresh ideas and provide the stimulus for ongoing growth.
We continue to fine tune how to best serve our communities such as expanding our mapping
offerings, rolling out new marketing services, and leading visioning sessions to help clients create
a road map to the future they want to create. We continue to evolve to serve the needs of our
communities by providing flexible expert resources that provide support at just the right time
and at just the right price to get programs started and keep them moving forward. Our expanded
Revolving Loan Fund helps finance business to get started and also to grow existing businesses.
These kinds of services and financial resources are unique contributions SWWRPC makes to
drive growth and innovation in our region.
The work we do is not always at the top of mind, but it is the important foundation that makes for
more successful outcomes. We have 50 years of practice at being a strong community partner,
and we will continue to foster forward thinking, innovation, and growth.
Here’s to empowering our community leaders, and to the next 50 years of success!
Troy Maggied
Executive Director
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Planning
Village of Arena Comprehensive Plan 2020 - 2040

T

he Arena Comprehensive Planning process was a grassroots effort that began in 2016
to bring together community stakeholders to collaboratively plan and create a unique,
flourishing, and resilient Arena for the 20 years to come. This plan is the result of extensive public
input collected through six public input sessions and a community survey. Community residents
provided their experience and expertise during these public input sessions.
This planning process resulted in Goals, Strategies, and
Actions organized by four topic areas. These topics include:
Community Resources (inclusive of Community, Culture, and
the Environment), Infrastructure (inclusive of Transportation,
Housing, Utilities, and Public Safety), Economic Development,
and Land Use and Implementation.

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
FOR THE VILLAGE OF ARENA,
WISCONSIN
2020-2040

Through these Goals, Strategies, and Actions and the public
input sessions, three themes were recognized. These are
issues that were continuously acknowledged by community
members as high priorities. The themes were: Marketing Community and Regional Assets; the
Importance of Public Spaces and Institutions; and the Need for Citizen Engagement in
Public Activities.
PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY

This planning process was completed by Southwestern Wisconsin Regional
Planning Commission (SWWRPC) in coordination with the Village of
Arena Planning Commission and Village Council.
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Economic Development
SWWRPC and EDA: A powerful economic engine

S

ince being established as an Economic Development
SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN
District in 1975 by the U.S. Economic Development
COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Administration (EDA), SWWRPC has brought over $15.3
2019-2024
million in EDA planning and infrastructure grants to the
region. The region is eligible for these Public Works and
Economic Adjustment grants due to SWWRPC’s on-going
work on 5-year Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategies (CEDS). The 2019-2024 CEDS, a recipient of an
American Planning Association Planning Excellence Award,
provides baseline data, development strategies, and projects for SWWRPC, the CEDS Strategy
Committee, local government officials, interest groups and citizens from throughout the region
to implement in support of the local economy.
EDA grants provide critical investment at times of strong economic growth, such as with the
$1.2 million awarded to Darlington in 2019. They also serve as much needed recovery investment
following natural or economic disasters such as the 1985 Barneveld tornado and 2008 Recession.
EDA has also provided $830,000 to capitalize two revolving loan funds to serve the region,
which have resulted in over $18 million in direct and leveraged investment in small businesses,
supporting the creation of 232 direct, indirect, and induced jobs. SWWRPC is proud of our
partnership with the EDA, and we look forward to a continued relationship that supports and
invests in southwest Wisconsin.
Vortex was able to build on land serviced
by a 1984 EDA Public Works grant.
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EDA Public Works Investments 1979-2019
SWWRPC has worked with communities to bring in 18 Public Works grants in support of
private investment and job creation initiatives in the region. As seen below, these initial
grants have left significant long-term economic benefits for the region.

EDA Grant Amount:
Leveraged:

$12,149,078
$9,083,823

Total Investment:

$21,242,901

Total Annual Property Tax: $2,855,875
Total Fair Market Value of Real Estate: $115,658,500
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Southwestern Wisconsin
Business Development Fund
We provide low interest financing for local business start-ups and expanding businesses.
These funds can work independently or be used to supplement commercial loans. As seen
below, past loans have had a significant, long-term economic impact to businesses and
communities, and we’d love to help you grow as well.

Local Community Investment:
$18 million dollars
$888,346 successfully
loaned out & repaid
Coupled with:

$ $3,026,441 in Private Funding
$ $9,116,212 in Public Funding
$ $6,089,771 in Borrower Funding
Brought $18,232,424 into local
community reinvestment

These businesses pay
$1,010,136 in local
taxes annually
By the Numbers:

Created 232
direct, indirect and
induced jobs

Communities
Reached

18 Businesses Assisted
Business
Categories:
Food
8 loans: 44%

Retail
5 loans: 27%

Professional Services
2 loans: 11%

Childcare
1 loan: 5.5%

Supply Chain
1 loan: 5.5%

Manufacturing
1 loan: 5.5%
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GIS Mapping
Asset Maps
The Prosperity Southwest Wisconsin Asset Map is an ArcGIS Online web application platform
which houses a toolkit of financial incentives within the region. This economic development
effort started by SWWRPC in April, 2019 provides eligibility information at the municipal, census
block group, tract, and county levels for financial incentives including Economic Development
Administration (EDA) funding, Community Foundations for Community Development Projects,
Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), Opportunity Zones, Community Development
Financial Institutions (CDFI) Fund Investment Areas, New Market Tax Credits, and TIF Districts.
The intended use of the web application is for the public, communities, or economic development
partners to have quick access to eligibility info for financial incentives. The application could also
be used as a resource during on-boarding of new economic development partners, and county
or municipal administration staff.

Prosperity Southwest Wisconsin Asset Map
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Transportation
Rail Transit Commissions
Created under state law, rail transit commissions oversee preservation, operation, and
improvement of freight rail lines. SWWRPC provides land management and administration
support to the work of three rail transit commissions, whose role it is to promote and preserve
freight rail throughout southern Wisconsin.
Wisconsin River Rail Transit Commission
The Wisconsin River Rail Transit Commission deals with rail matters in the counties of Crawford,
Dane, Grant, Green, Iowa, Jefferson, Rock, Sauk, Walworth, and Waukesha.
South Central Wisconsin Rail Transit Commission
The South Central Wisconsin Rail Transit Commission is responsible for the rail corridor which
is now a trail, running from Madison, WI to Freeport, IL. The rail corridor is the Badger State
Trail in Wisconsin and becomes the Jane Addams Trail at the Wisconsin/Illinois state line. This
Commission does not oversee active rail.
Pecatonica Rail Transit Commission
The Pecatonica Rail Transit Commission oversees rail issues in Green and Rock counties and trail
matters in Iowa, Green, and Lafayette counties.
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Management and Administration
Platteville Business Incubator
The Platteville Business Incubator serves the community as a collaborative space for entrepreneurs
to cultivate their business skills, and it has generated dozens of successful graduates since its
founding in 2001. Offering expert business mentorships,
planning, resources, and competitive rental rates with the
entrepreneur in mind, the Incubator helps turn local business
aspirations into reality. By reducing overhead and fostering
the growth of small businesses, it is designed to mitigate
barriers to success to help regional entrepreneurs flourish.
Southwestern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission’s
Economic Development Specialist Kate Koziol serves as PBII’s
Executive Director. Kate has brought in new businesses to
the incubator, helped them grow, and successfully launched
them into the community. The Incubator remains committed
to finding and developing new businesses as a key factor for
enhancing our local vibrant business community.
Imagination Station Daycare co-owners Mary and Cayla, independent entrepreneurial
business owners at the Incubator, share story time with a few of the children.

Community Development
Regional Housing Study
In 2019, SWWRPC conducted 46 in-depth
workforce and housing studies across the
region. These studies focused on the housing
market’s overall strength, home ownership
status in the region, housing affordability,
and workforce attraction and retention issues
caused by housing affordability and availabily.
This study takes into consideration regional
trends, such as the demographic variables,
commuting patterns, and current and historic
industry sectors. The project outlines strategies
to attract new development and engage
communities to invest as needed to attract and
retain families to the region.

CRAWFORD COUNTY
HOUSING AND
WORKFORCE STUDY

IOWA COUNTY

APRIL 2019

HOUSING AND
WORKFORCE STUDY
APRIL 2019
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LAFAYETTE COUNTY
HOUSING AND
WORKFORCE STUDY
APRIL 2019

SWWRPC 2020 Financials
Revenue Sources

Expenses
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